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Construction 4.0 Blending Your Vision with Our Cutting-Edge Technology
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View a demo


Start a project












We're coding the future

3 Dot Digital stands at the forefront of technological innovation, offering cutting-edge solutions to revolutionise the AEC (Architectural Engineering and Construction) industry. We excel in automating and streamlining project lifecycle processes, ensuring efficient use of limited resources. Our expertise results in better project outcomes, marked by reduced timeframes and costs.

Explore our services and see what makes us different
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3DD modernised Pilbara's authentication system for a major Oil & Gas client, delivering on-time and on-budget.


Lea Patterson

CEO, Pilbara
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3DD efficiently mastered our complex technical stack and implemented cost-effective, stabilizing enhancements that were previously too challenging in-house.


Daniel Dawson

CEO, Schoolzine
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 3DD, understanding our product's complexities, became a supportive partner who successfully delivered a complex solution.


Ben Almond

CEO, TStreet















Integrating AEC Industry tools to perform better than ever together
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Core Services

Human intelligence, enhanced.


Business Automation
Rethink your manual tasks and automate, mate.
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At 3DD, we leverage the power of Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Machine Learning (ML) to transform businesses. Our solutions ensure seamless integration, robust data security, scalable architecture, and continuous support, setting a new standard in construction automation.
Learn more about Business Automation
BIM Automation
Design with power. Build with confidence.
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3DD specialises in developing tailor-made software solutions that streamline design workflows by automating repetitive and low-value tasks. Our innovative approach frees your designers to concentrate on high-impact challenges, thereby enhancing both quality and productivity. Achieve scalable design capabilities with 3DD's solutions, without the need to expand your team.
Learn more about BIM Automation
BIM Design and Consulting
Harness valuable skills and expertise to gain an edge.
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Struggling to find the right talent for your BIM project or need the ability to scale your team based on project demands? At 3DD, we provide access to a pool of qualified and experienced engineers who are ready to dive into your project immediately. Experience the ease of scaling your team up or down with our adaptable BIM project resources.
Learn more about BIM Design & Consulting






Stay Ahead of the Curve: Subscribe to Our Newsletter for Regular Updates!





Get Started


Leave this field empty if you're human: 




We will never abuse your information. Your details are safe with us.
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Join Australia’s leading AEC companies streamlining their business processes with 3DD

 




+61 7 3085 9217
Suite F5, 12 Browning Street

South Brisbane QLD 4101 Australia
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